
From the Editor
 m a d E l y n  v a n  d E r  H o o g t

Between the november/december issue of Handwoven and this one, I did 
(made? starred in? taught?) a video called Warping Your Loom. It was filmed at  
my school. as I was getting ready for it (setting up warps ready-to-weave on 

twenty-seven looms in case any of them showed in the video, dusting and  
vacuuming in case a bit of dirt might show, ordering new yarn so it would show), I 
complained to our Creative director linda ligon, asking her, rhetorically:  “Why am I 
doing this again?” She said, “Because you didn’t want someone else to do it wrong.” 

I don’t remember saying those words, but I thought you might like to know 
about an outtake or two that you probably won’t see in the dvd. (I’m guessing 
this dvd, which I haven’t watched yet, doesn’t have a menu where you can go 
find out the history of the filming and interesting related tidbits, hear from the  
director and cast, get background on the stars, or other such info.) 

When you do something as many times as I’ve taught warping, you think:  
Piece of cake. I can do that in my sleep. Well, not with an audience of cameras and 
bright lights instead of forgiving students! We thought the video should include 
lots of extra tips: how to use a warping reel, how to warp with a paddle, how to 
wind two threads at once but with an individual cross, etc., etc. although I’d used 
a reel before, I hadn’t used the more common horizontal one, so (darn) I had to 
get one of those. I had put on a guide string before we started shooting, and the 
cameras were happily rolling as I started moving the wheel. “oops!” I said, “Cut!” 
and explained to the crew that I should be turning the reel toward me; a weaver 
would never turn it away from her. So we turned the reel around and started over. 
I made my one set of revolutions turning the wheel toward me and then realized 
(duh!) that the reel goes in both directions no matter which way you start. 

there are a few other little glitches you might notice (a pair scissors trapped 
behind the warp on the warping board, for example), but I hope you’ll conclude 
that they are the fault of the demonstrator, not the warping methods. 

F U T U R E  T H E M E S
March/April 2011  Design Matters!  
Do you start with “scarf”? A yarn? A weave structure? Learn different 
approaches to design and ways to use fiber, color, and texture in handwovens.
May/June 2011  Lace and Lacy Effects  
Summer is for light and lovely linen and lace. Look for lacy scarves, table linens, 
a summer top or two—plus a handbook of lace weaves and needle-finishes.
September/October 2011  A Special All-Garment Issue!  
This issue features handwovens to wear: loom-shaped, tailored—from 
practical everyday clothing to wearable art. Scarves and shawls are 
included for the nonstitchers.
November/December 2011  Understanding Blocks  
Projects in this issue all use the same four-block profile draft, each in a 
different weave structure (doubleweave, overshot, summer and winter, 
Atwater-Bronson lace, and more). The four-block design will be posted on 
weavingtoday.com in January as a reader’s challenge. 
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